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Breakthrough 
micro-channeling 
technology for 
beautiful skin with 
no pain or downtime.

Before After

For more information or to schedule your 
DermaFrac™ treatment, please contact your 

local skin care professional:

RESULTS
PROVEN

Courtesy of Dr. M. Kassir, Dermatologist, Dallas, TX and 
Professor S. Schendel, Plastic Surgeon, Palo Alto, CA.

“I am CEO and Publisher of Beautiful Media and 
VIVA Internationale Magazine and come across 
new technologies each and every day.  
I have tested hundreds of products and 
procedures and can say unequivocally that 

this is one of the best modalities 
I have ever received.  ” 

– Katherine P., Atlanta, GA 



What conditions does it treat?
DermaFrac™ is safe and e�ective for many skin types 
and has been shown to improve conditions such as:
 • congested, oily skin
 • scars
 • stretch marks
 • skin dehydration
 • superficial fine lines & wrinkles
 • pigmentation, sun spots and uneven skin tone

Your treatment will be individualized by the selection of 
a DermaFrac™ serum to target your specific condition:

How many treatments will I need?
DermaFrac™ is typically administered in six treatments 
every two weeks followed by maintenance visits every 
one to two months.  However, your provider will 
customize a treatment regimen for your unique skin care 
needs.  This may include a combination of LED therapy 
and/or microdermabrasion to maximize your results.

Rejuvenate
A “super cocktail” of peptides 
that has the potential to 
stimulate collagen and 
fibroblast production and 
relax the muscles in a 
subtle, natural way.

Clarify
Lactic and salicylic acids help 
cleanse congested, oily pores 
for more vibrant, clearer skin.

Hydrate
Hyaluronic acid triggers 
intense hydration.  A 
patented formulation using 
HylaSponge® technology 
may result in sustained 
hydration of the skin.

Lighten
Kojic acid is a natural and 
effective lightening agent 
shown to even out pigment. “I have seen a huge difference in my acne scars.  They have filled in considerably and 

my skin has become more supple, hydrated and significantly improved overall.  
I have had other treatments in the past and DermaFrac™ is a huge advancement.” 

– Roger B., Dallas, TX

How does it work?
The precision-controlled DermaFrac™ handpiece uses 
vacuum to pull the skin into contact with hundreds of 
micro-needles.  The micro-needles create pathways for the 
infusion of targeted serums by penetrating the epidermis 
above capillaries and nerve endings, ensuring no bleeding 
or pain.  Designed to improve the overall appearance of 
your skin, the procedure results in optimal absorption of 
the serum and stimulates a positive natural response by the 
body which may increase collagen and fibroblast activity.

Is there downtime?
No. DermaFrac™ allows you to return to your normal 
activities immediately following the procedure.  If you so 
desire, you may reapply your makeup immediately after 
the procedure.  It is common to experience some pink or 
slightly red areas, which should fade quickly.  The degree 
of redness you experience will be directly related to the 
amount of stimulation during the procedure.

Will it hurt?
Patients tell us that DermaFrac™ feels wonderful.  The 
precise engineering of the handpiece prevents any 
bleeding or pain and instead provides a pleasant client 
experience with no downtime.  DermaFrac™ is an 
excellent alternative to fractional laser treatments that 
can be expensive and more complicated.

DOWNTIME
PAIN-FREE
WITHOUT

www.dermafrac.com

Achieving beautiful skin has never been easier, faster, more comfortable or more effective.


